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“Midnight Music”
Acts 16:16-34 May 1, 2016

Does faith make a difference in how we face the hard 
moments of our lives? 

It does for Paul and Silas. In the book of Acts, Paul and 
Silas travel to Philippi to spread the gospel. As they preach, 
a young slave girl possessed with a spirit of divination 
follows them. Everywhere they go, she cries out that Paul 
and Silas are servants of the Most High God. What sounds 
like a good thing becomes a disturbing problem. They can’t 
get anything done. Paul commands the spirit to leave her. 
The spirit departs and young slave girl is set free. Instead 
of delighting in the healing of their slave, her masters are 
furious. They have profited from her illness by using her as 
a fortuneteller. 

The owners of the slave stir up the crowd. They bring false 
charges against Paul and Silas. The apostles are arrested and 
thrown into prison. Their feet are bound in stocks; there 
is no escape from maximum security. Then at midnight, 
at the darkest hour of the night, sounds arise from their 
prison cell. Out of the deep darkness, their voices raise 
songs of praise to God. These prisoners, hopelessly bound 
in a dark jail, are filled with the joyful Spirit of God. The 
authorities may bind their hands and feet, but no one can 
bind their hearts. Their faith in God keeps them free. They 
do not let the hard circumstances of their lives control their 
minds and hearts. 

The other prisoners are listening to their prayers, their 
songs and their testimony of faith. While they are still 
bound they sing. We can imagine them singing the words 
of Psalm 98:  “O sing to the Lord a new song, for God has 
done marvelous things.” Even in prison, they know God’s 
goodness and God’s victory. Even before the earthquake 
rocks the prison, cracks open the doors and breaks the 
stocks, Paul and Silas are free. At midnight they sing the 
music of freedom. 

 Sometimes it is hard to tell who is free and who is bound.  
It is easy to get freedom and bondage confused. The masters 
who own this fortunetelling slave think they are free. They 
are bound to their hunger for money even when the money 
comes from exploiting a demented slave. They close their 
ears to the words of Paul and Silas that contain the only 

word that has the power to set them free. The jailer who 
holds the keys to the prison thinks he knows who is in 
charge and who is not, who is bound and who is free. 

I had a call from a friend in a former church. Her husband 
is turning fifty and wants out of the marriage. For years he 
has focused on his education, training and profession. He 
and his wife have four children. He feels he has missed all the 
fun. He feels trapped in his marriage. Before he gets too old, 
he wants to be free to live, to let go of his responsibilities, 
and to get out of his marriage. He told his wife, “Oh, the 
kids will be fine. They will understand. You’ll be O.K. We 
can all be friends.” Inside is an emptiness that no exercise 
program, no sexual conquest, no exotic trip, no new 
relationship, and no drug can ever fill. We know it is not 
that simple! Rather than facing the troubles within his own 
heart, he, like the prodigal son, will discover a new kind of 
bondage through the wrong kind of freedom. 

Sometimes it takes an earthquake to wake us up to see 
things as they really are. When God blows the prison 
doors off their hinges, breaks the chains, and demolishes 
the stocks, the jailer finds just how useless his keys and his 
power are. He becomes a prisoner to his fear. He is ready 
to fall on his sword for fear of what his superiors will do to 
him. In desperation, he cries out, “What must I do to be 
saved?”  Paul and Silas have something more in mind than 
saving his skin when they answer, “Believe in the Lord Jesus 
Christ, and you will be saved, you and all your household.” 
Then, they have a prayer meeting to beat all prayer 
meetings. They find enough water to baptize the man and 
all his family.  They do it all right there – in a tumbledown 
jail with a cracked wall, blown out windows and no doors. 

Those who know how to sing at midnight are the ones 
who are truly free. Some of you know about Dr. Victor 
Frankl, the psychiatrist who was a prisoner in a German 
concentration camp during the Second World War.  He 
tells of his experiences in his book Man’s Search for Meaning. 
Frankl noticed that when everything is taken away from a 
person – clothes, food, dignity, health and family – there 
remains a final freedom. This final freedom is the freedom 
to choose our attitude. In that freedom we discover our life.  
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It is the freedom to choose faith over despair, love over 
hatred, forgiveness over bitterness, and life over death. It is 
the freedom to choose Christ and to trust Christ. One of 
the most important things that CenterPoint Counseling 
does is to help people break the chains that have long 
bound them and discover true freedom.   

You don’t have to be out of jail to be free. Last Sunday, 
the Moderator of our General Assembly Dr. Heath 
Rada, told us about the many Syrian refugees he and his 
wife met when they went on a recent trip to confer with 
church leaders in Greece, Hungary and Germany. They 
were astounded by the deep faith, joy and hope so many 
of the refugees expressed in spite of having left bombed-
out homes, having little or nothing of the world’s goods, 
and facing an uncertain future. It was their faith that gave 
them hope in the hard circumstances of their lives. You 
don’t have to have a big stock portfolio to be free. You 
don’t have to have power over others to be free. You don’t 
even have to have a clean bill of health to be free. You 
don’t have to unload all of your responsibilities or break all 
your commitments to be free. What gives us our deepest 
freedom and what enables us to sing in the midnight 
moments of life is our faith in Jesus Christ. 

Some of you may be aware of Christian Smith’s extensive 
research about the spiritual lives of emerging adults aged 18-
23. In his book entitled, Souls in Transition, he has found 
that religion plays a significant role in the development 
of a meaningful life. Even though the percentage of 
young adults who profess any specific interest in religious 
or spirituality is decreasing, those who do profess and 
practice the faith demonstrate  more gratitude, a deeper 
sense of purpose, a greater feeling of control and a higher 
degree of satisfaction in life. In addition, they are more 
service oriented and have stronger moral convictions.  
Smith discovered that the spiritual confidence and the 
sense of meaning demonstrated by religiously committed 
young adults are not due to their not having experienced 
traumatic events or adversities, but rather to their strong 
faith itself (p. 257-278). In other words, young adults who 
have a strong faith are far more likely to be able to sing 
the songs of God in the midnight experiences of their lives 
than those who have no religious faith at all. 

The freedom Christ gives does not depend upon the 
outward circumstances of life. Christian freedom comes 
from within. It comes from the joy of knowing that our 
lives are in God’s hands. God is with us in the dark places 
and tough times. True freedom is a gift of the Spirit that 
flows into every part of our lives.  This is the freedom that 
enables Paul and Silas to sing in the in the darkness of prison. 

This is the freedom that Jesus offers you and me. It is not the 
freedom to escape the hard situations and disappointments 
of  life. It is the freedom to face the darkness in our lives 
and in our world in the power of Christ’s light. Whistling 
in the dark is not the same thing at all as singing the songs 
of faith at midnight. Whistling in the dark is giving voice to 
our fear; singing the songs of faith at midnight gives voice 
to our faith. 

The ones who are free are those who can sing songs at 
midnight. When we know that illness, cruelty, terrorism, 
broken covenants, our own foolishness and even death will 
not prevail, then we are already free. Those who are bound 
in fear can neither admit the truth nor hope for anything 
better. When we find our freedom in Christ, we can face 
the evil tendencies within our own hearts without making 
excuses and hold ourselves to our highest and most noble 
standards. 

Christ has set us free to make midnight music. Working 
on a marriage, facing life’s struggles with courage and hope, 
mentoring a child, being people of courage and integrity, 
and not giving into cynicism are all ways in which we sing 
the songs of God in the darkest hours of night. When we 
sing at midnight, then others come to know the power of 
Jesus to set life free. 


